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while vmware esxi is an extremely sophisticated and powerful hypervisor, there are times that it's not needed for basic vm troubleshooting. the free of charge edition of vm explorer is developed by trilead technologies, an it services firm specializing in esxi. it's designed to be simpler to use than the paid-for edition, with fewer options, and no scheduling
options. you can use vm explorer to backup a single or few virtual servers, or to backup your complete infrastructure. trilead vm explorer is actually a replica of the paid-for edition, but it's intended to do a reduced set of things, and it is certainly not intended for backup scheduling. when you first launch trilead vm explorer, you can pick to back-up and

restore a variety of vm systems, or to backup a single vm. when you select the latter choice, you will be shown a list of all of your esxi servers, complete with their ip address and file system, and you will need to click one of them to pick which server you want to back-up. when you click the backup button, trilead vm explorer will do a full backup, meaning it
will backup the server's entire files, along with the configurations and a snapshot of the server's state as it is at the moment. after you click the backup button, trilead vm explorer is going to start performing the backup. as with other backup programs, the backup can take some time. you can see what is going on by right clicking the back-up bar and

choosing monitor back-up status. you will need to use the restore button to back-up a server. clicking it will show the server's file system and configurations, which are restored to the server. you can restore the server to a prior date by clicking the back-up bar and choosing restore earlier. 5ec8ef588b
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